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Abstract

sian filters have the properties of having no overshoot to a
step function input while minimizing the rise and fall time.

This paper deals with an Adaptive based Switching Bilateral Filter for removing universal noise in highly corrupted image. In contrast with the previous approach
where Blurring occurs while filtering the entire image
without considering the non-corrupted pixels, which is
reduced here by using the adaptive Median Filter with
binary vector (BV). Operation Carries in three stages.
At first an Adaptive Median Filter is used to identify the
corrupted pixels to remove the mixed impulses. At the
second stage, the edge is preserved by using edge detector and the noise detector is to classify the noisy pixels,
whether it is impulse noise or Gaussian noise. The noise
detector has a high noise detection rate and higher classification rate. In the third stage, the Switching Bilateral
Filter (SBF) with sorted quadrant Median vector
(SQMV) scheme for removing universal noise and also
restores the output image. The proposed Adaptive based
Switching Bilateral Filter achieves high peak signal-tonoise ratio and great image quality by effectively removing universal noise.
Index Terms—Image Processing, Adaptive median filter,
Gaussian noise, impulse noise, noise detector, nonlinear
filters,
switching
bilateral
filter,
switching
scheme,MATLAB

The median filter is a nonlinear digital filtering technique,
often used to remove noise. Spatial filtering is actually a
mask of weights arranged in a rectangular pattern. Bilateral
filter encompasses both the spatial distance and amplitudinal
distance between a centre point and its neighboring points.
Wigner filter is capable of dealing with the wide range of
Gaussian noise and gives consistent performance. The
switching bilateral filter with sorted quadrant median vector
scheme for removing universal noise and also restores the
output image. Edge detection has a potential role in image
processing. Unwanted data is filtered out ,whereas the important structural features of the image are preserved. Earlier methods of edge detection comprise of convolution of
the image with an operator which is designed to be sensitive
to higher gradients in the image. There are several types of
edge detection techniques. Selection of the best edge detection operator is a crucial step. Noise is any undesired information that contaminates an image. Noise appears from the
digital image acquisition process, where fluctuations caused
by natural phenomena add a random value to the exact
brightness value for a given pixel. Noise in electronics is
affected by environmental conditions such as temperature,
and may vary during the acquisition of an image database.
The two common types of noise in images are Impulse or
salt-and-pepper-noise and random or Gaussian noise. Random noise can be expressed in the form of its mean and
variance values. Impulse noise randomly and sparsely corrupts pixels to two intensity levels relative high or relative
low when compared to its neigh boring pixels. In image
processing, various linear and non linear filtering methods
have been proposed for the removal of noise. Linear filtering techniques used for noise reduction in images are simply
given by the average of the pixels contained in the
neighborhood of the filter mask However; linear filters cannot reduce impulse noise effectively and have a tendency to
blur the edges of an image. Nonlinear filters have been developed for removing impulse noise such as the traditional
median filter. "The genetic programming (GP) filter is based
upon the learning algorithm that is used to build two detec-

I. Introduction
Image enhancement, one of the important image processing technique, can be treated as transforming one image
to another to improve the interpretability or perception of
information for human viewers, or to provide better input
for other automated image processing techniques. The survey of available techniques is based on the existing techniques of image enhancement. Such as analysis, detection,
and filtering. We can filter an image to emphasize certain
features or remove other features. The noise removal technique proposed here is based on the modification of the well
known filters. i.e Gaussian filter, median filter, spatial filter,
Wigner filter, bilateral filter, switching bilateral filter. Gaus-
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tors, and this method requires a training procedure to arrive
at an optimal classification based upon the measure of pixels
and their neighbors". The median-based signal-dependent
rank ordered mean (SDROM) filter can remove impulse
noise rather effectively, but when applied to images with
Gaussian or mixed noise, it often produces a visually disappointing output . This is because the rank-ordered mean gets
corrupted in a high noise intensity window
"The adaptive centre weighted median filter (ACWMF),
uses an evaluation of the centre weighted medians and adaptive thresholds for detection [. When applied to Gaussian or
mixed noise images, it creates blur and removes the details”.
The directional weighted median (DWM) filter uses an iterative filtering approach, and the detector is based upon
absolute differences within the filtering window.
The trilateral filter is based on the bilateral filter with integrated rank-order absolute difference (ROAD) statistics for
impulse noise detection. It has been specially designed for
uniform impulse and Gaussian noise removal. To achieve
good visual image quality and also preserves the edge but
the noise filter not only replaces noisy pixels.
The Switching Bilateral filter removes most of the noise but
many non-corrupted pixels are also modified resulting in
blurring of the output image and sometimes it fails to identify the Gaussian noise as corrupted pixels and treated as the
noisy-free pixels. "As for uniform impulse noise, the classification rate of our proposed filter is lower than SDROM
and GP" because some pixels are wrongly marked as noise.
The proposed filter is an adaptive based switching bilateral
filter for removing universal noise while preserving weak
edges and sharpness. In this method consists of three processing stages. The first stage is to detect the corrupted pixels
i.e. first classifies the pixels into two classes, which are
"noise free pixel" and "noisy pixel" based on the intensity
values and removing mixed impulse. The second stage ,the
noise detector is used to classify the noisy pixels, whether it
is impulse noise or Gaussian noise. The third stage is to filter by using the switching bilateral filter with Sorted Quadrant Median Vector (SQMV) .
II. NOISE MODEL
Noise gets introduced into the data via any electrical system
used for storage, acquisition and transmission .Noise component is considered as random variable and it is characterized by a probability density function (PDF).The following
are among the most common PDFs found in image processing applications.
The Gaussian noise has an important property to estimate
the mean of a stationary Gaussian random variable. The
PDF of a Gaussian random variable z is given in equation
 ( z u ) z
( z ) z

P(z)= P( z )  (1/  )e
…………(1)
Where z represents the gray level, u is the mean of z and is
its standard deviation. The standard deviation squared, is

called the variance of z. Exponential noise The PDF is of
exponential noise is

aeaz for z ≥0
…(2)

P(z)=
0

for z< 0

Where, The mean and variance of this density function are

Uniform noise: Uniform noise is not often encountered in
real-world imaging systems, but provides a useful comparison with Gaussian noise. The linear average is a comparatively
Poor estimator for the mean of a uniform distribution. This
implies that nonlinear filters should be better at removing
uniform noise than Gaussian noise. The PDF of uniform
noise is

P( z ) 

1
for a≤ z ≤b……(5)
ba

The mean of this density function is

2 

(b  a)2
…..(7)
12

Impulse (salt and pepper) noise: The salt-and-pepper noise
is sometimes called impulse noise. An image containing salt
and-pepper noise will have dark pixels in bright regions and
Bright pixels in dark regions. This type of noise can be
caused by dead pixels, analogue-to-digital converter errors
and bit errors in transmission. Impulse (salt and pepper)
noise:

Pa for z =a
Pb for z =b
…(8)

P(z)=
0

otherwise

If ,gray level b will appear as a light dot in the image. If
either or is zero, the impulse noise is called unipolar. The
bipolar impulse noise also is called as salt and pepper noise.
III. FILTERS IN IMAGE PROCESSING
GUASSIAN FILTER:
a Gaussian filter is a filter whose impulse response is
a Gaussian filter. Noise is modelled as Additive White
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Gaussian Noise (AWGN) where all the image pixels deviate
from their original values following a Gaussian curve.

G n  

 n2

1
2

2

e 2

2

For each image pixel with the intensity value O (i, j)
(1 _ i _ M, 1 _ j _ N for an M x N image), the corresponding
pixel of the noisy image X(i, j) is given by:

X ij  Oij  Gij
Where, each noise value G (i, j) is drawn from the zeromean Gaussian distribution.
MEDIAN FILTER:
it is often desirable to be able to perform some kind of noise
reduction on an image or signal. The median filter is a
nonlinear digital filtering technique, often used to remove
noise. Such noise reduction is a typical pre-processing step
to improve the results of later processing.

ADAPTIVE MEDIAN FILTER
In this section a new algorithm is adaptive median filters
with Binary Vector (BV). A processing window of size 3x3
may fail to differentiate between noise and detail. Using a
median value from a larger window size 5x5 may cause
false noise detection and gets blur in the output image. In
this variable sized window is used. This filter is to be robust
in removing mixed impulses with high probability of occurrence while preserving sharpness.The output that is obtained
from the adaptive median filter with binary vector is taken
to the Sorted Quadrant Median Vector (SQMV).
SORTED QUADRANT MEDIAN VECTOR
A Sorted Quadrant Median Vector scheme (SQMV) is introduced. In this scheme, a larger window is split up into
four sub windows and finds the median value for each sub
window, then the median values in the sub windows is
sorted and the result vector is called SQMV. It reveals edge
and texture information in the larger window. For a larger
window W with size (2N + 1) x (2N + 1), we divide the
larger window into four sub-windows of size 1).
WIGNER FILTER:
The Wigner distribution gives better auto term localisation
compared to the smeared out spectrogram(SP). However
when applied to a signal with multi frequency components
cross terms appear due to its quadratic nature.
BILLATERAL FILTER:
A bilateral filter is a non-linear, edge-preserving and noisereducing smoothing images. The intensity value at each

pixel in an image is replaced by a weighted average of intensity values from nearby pixels.
SWITCHING BILATERL FILTER
In the switching scheme [1], the noise detector searches for
noisy pixels in a corrupted image that is given from adaptive
median filter. The switching bilateral filter is filtered the
noisy samples only to prevent blurred edges or removal of
fine details. Suppose the image detail may be falsely treated
as the noise. The ordinary noise detector is used to handle
this above situation. But the noisy pixel can be interpreted
as the image detail and left unchanged. This type of error
can produce a negative effect on the output image quality.
A new algorithm had been proposed for switching bilateral
filter. Let Xi be the current pixel and Xi+s,j+s be the pixel in
the window surrounding Xi,jThe SBF is defined as follows

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Design and implementation of this approach is done in
MATLAB by using Image Processing Toolbox.
Simulations are carried out on the well known gray scale
images(Lena and Ernestine ).These images are corrupted by
“salt” (with value 255) and “pepper” (with value 0) noise at
various noise intensity vary from 10% to 90%. Comparison
of performance of ORSMF with standard median filter and
SSMF based on various performance parameters like: Mean
square error (MSE), Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR),
Mean difference and Bit error rate.
1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio: Peak signal to noise ratio
measure the degree of image distortion. PSNR is used to
measure the quality between the original image and
compressed image.
PSNR is defined as:
PSNR= 10*Log10 (MAXI2/MSE)
2. Mean Square Error: In image processing mean square
error is the most general measure for performance
measurement of the existing method and the coded images.
It is computed by using equation

MSE 

1 M N
( f ( I , J )  f '( I , J )) 2

MN I 1 J 1

Results for Gray Scale Image
This subsection shows the results for the gray scale image at
different noise intensity levels.
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(a)O/P of Winger filter

(b)O/P of Median filter

(c)O/P of Gaussian filter

(c)O/P of Gaussian filter
(d) O/P of Bilateral filter

(d) O/P of Bilateral filter

(e) O/P of Switching Bilateral filter

Table1 :LENA IMAGE
(e) O/P of Switching Bilateral filter

(a)O/P of Winger filter

FILTER

MSE

PSNR

Switching bilateral

194.8

25.7

Bilateral filter

194.2

25.32

Guided filter

193.9

25.29

Guassian filter

192.4

25.31

Median filter

192.2

25.29

Wigner filter

193.2

25.3

Spatial filter

193.9

25.29

(b)O/P of Median filter
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removing the universal noise as well as the increase in the
psnr and visually compared to the previous filters.

Table2: EINSTINE IMAGE:
FILTER

MSE

PSNR

Switching bilateral filter
Bilateral filter
Guided filter

193.2
191.9
191.0

25.7
25.32
25.28

Guassian filter
Median filter
Wigner filter

191.1
190.0
190.2

25.29
25.3
25.29

Spatial filter

191.3

25.28

Fig1-MSE curve of filters for Lena and Einstein
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Fig2. Psnr curve curve of filters for Lena and Einstein
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